


From Soft Shimmer to Vibrant Intensity, Byredo Presents  
AW 21 Lip Makeup

Lipstick: Shimmering Nudes
Introducing a new series of softly shimmering shades to Byredo’s catalogue of colour: four fresh, dimensional takes on 
nineties nudes, made softly iridescent through a mother of pearl shine. Created for gliding application, hydrating wear  
and a luminous finish, each lipstick offers full coverage in one stroke.

Damson Jam: a high intensity purple-pink
Vieux Rose: a vibrant antique rose
Amber In Furs: a warmly shimmering nude
Feverish: a gently glittering pink

Lipstick: Mad Red
Introducing the Vibrant Intensity of a New Cult Classic
With sumptuous saturation and a long-lasting formula, Byredo Lipstick is designed for impeccable ease and everyday 
extravagance. Following the success of a spectrum of shades, now a new cult classic is introduced to the range: Mad Red.

A rich, raspberry red with a vibrant intensity and matte finish, Mad Red has been developed to work on all skin tones:  
an essential bullet in every arsenal, contained within a bi-colour metal casing and sealed with a magnetic click.

One red, three ways:

For a stain: Tap colour directly onto the centre of the lip, and smudge outwards using your fingertips. 
For a perfect lip: The round tip of the bullet will guide the outline of the Cupid’s bow. Glide across the mouth,  
and smack your lips together for complete coverage.
For a modern take: Colour the perfect lip, and then blur the edges of the lipline using a Q-tip or lip brush.  
A contemporary alternative to complete precision.

Lip Liner
The one essential tool for lipstick application, Byredo’s Invisible Lip Liner has been created both to extend the wear of 
colour and ensure a perfectly clean lip shape. 

Comfortable, lightweight and transparent, the Lip Liner can be swept across the surface of bare lips to ensure maximum 
longevity for the colour that follows, or drawn around the contour of the mouth to prevent colour from bleeding.

Byredo Makeup is available at all Byredo stores, online at Byredo.com, and through select partners worldwide.  
New shimmer Lipstick shades will be launching in September 2021, Mad Red will be launching in November,  
soon followed by the Lip Liner.
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An Eye-Conic New Array, Byredo Presents  
AW 21 Eye Makeup 

All-in-One Refillable Brow Pencil
An iconic new addition to Byredo’s makeup offering, the All-in-One Refillable Brow Pencil has been created to embody  
the essence of the brand: instinctive to use, versatile in application, but precisely formulated for the perfect finish.

“A fluffy, healthy brow says a lot about a face, and a style,” explains Isamaya Ffrench. Accordingly, the point  
of the pencil’s teardrop lead allows for hairline definition, while its width is designed to fill and shape the brow,  
and the attached brush ensures an entirely customisable finish. 

Softly blendable and lightweight – but with profound, waterproof staying power – the Brow Pencil is 93% naturally 
formulated and entirely vegan, while its refillable nib comes in a range of five shades designed to perfectly suit –  
or contrast – a spectrum of skin tones.

Sand: a light blond
Sepia: a medium blond
Dusk: a dark brunette
Charcoal: a perfect black
Slate: a gentle gray

Kajal Pencil
A contemporary embodiment of Ben Gorham’s Indian heritage, Byredo’s Kajal Pencil reinterprets the product so beloved 
by his mother. With intense pigmentation and a creamy, ultra-gliding application, its new iteration is designed to be both 
precise and malleable. 

The jumbo pencil can be applied impeccably to the waterline, melted across the lashline or smudged across the lid  
for a smoky finish. The Kajal Pencil is available in a series of classic kajal shades, emboldened by the addition of a 
limited-edition silver.

Kali Kali: an intense, matte black
Bhoora Bhoora: a deep, smoky brown
Neela Neela: a velvet, navy blue
Chandee: a bright, shimmering silver

Eyeshadow 5 Colours in Metal Boots in the Snow
An icy harmony designed to evoke cool industrialism. A palette of deep blue, golden khaki and frosted green positioned 
alongside metallic silver and an intense glitter topcoat. 

Eyeshadow 5 Colours in Fêtes Noires
You can have any shade, so long as it’s black. Encased within a limited-edition gunmetal shell, a multi-dimensional,  
textural spectrum of anti-colour – from deep, dark intensity to luminous reflection.
 
Each of the five swipe-down, finger-width shades instinctively encourage hands-on application, with each densely 
pressed powder specifically formulated for purpose. Long lasting and soft to the touch, their creamy texture is gently 
buildable in accordance with personal preference: these are shadows rooted in self-expression, which can be layered  
or blended – with fingers or brushes – in endless variations. 





Makeup Brushes
A set of chrome Byredo brushes have been designed to form the bedrock of any makeup collection: a core toolkit to 
create a vast array of looks. Consisting of three multi-purpose brushes, which can be used to apply everything from 
a smoky eye to a blurred lip contour, alongside an eyeliner and face sculpting brush, each iteration uses synthetic 
fibers – which imitate the structure of natural hair – for optimized performance.

Face Sculpting Brush 31: perfectly suited to apply creams or powders with a naturally blurring effect
Blender Blush 02: a multi-usage brush designed to blend colours 
Shader Brush 01: to effortlessly apply pigmented cream or powder formulas
Definer Brush 03: to create more intensely pigmented looks
Eyeliner Brush: to draw lines, or apply shadow at the lashline

Byredo Makeup is available at all Byredo stores, online at Byredo.com, and through select partners worldwide.  
Eyeshadow 5 Colours in Metal Boots in the Snow and Makeup brushes will be available as of October 2021.  
Brow Pencil, Kajal and Eyeshadow 5 Colours in Fêtes Noires will be launching in November.


